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PRESSIE’S PRATTLE; Phil 48: 
 
I wasn’t going to make this another Quilty article but some things need to be said, 
especially in the light of how much hype has gone into it over the last few 
Communicators.  All the work and worry was worth it because the event was a 
success and anyone involved in that success can give yourselves a pat on the back 
for a job well done.  One thing that surprised me was the lack of seasoned 
monitors who put their hand up – and that combined with illness of a few others 
meant we had more first and second timers out there than expected.  Not that this 
was a bad thing; I have nothing but praise for the teams that comprised the Tom 
Quilty 2011.  We ended up with 25 adults and 4 children, to each of whom I 
would like to convey thanks from the Quilty 2011 Committee.  We got a nice 
commendation from Jean Simms (Quilty Director) on the Quilty 2011 website 
and it was directly aimed at you lot for a job well done. 
If anyone wants to catch up on the ride, results or comments. 
http://www.satomquilty.com.au/ 
 
Memories: While driving around the Quilty on some routine checks I stopped at 
Telephone, one of the early checkpoints and saw a sight that brought back a few 

memories.  The Beast in all its 
glory, now in the possession of 
my youngest lad, Daniel 222, 
parked neatly in the forest at its 
third Quilty.  At the first it 
didn’t see much action as it 
formed part of our shelter to 
help keep the caravan dry, from 
where Ride Base operated out 
on the oval.  In 2004 it was a 
different kettle of fish as it was 
selected for many jobs, 
including pulling floats and 

water tanks on and off the beach.  This time it was there to do what it what I 
designed it for and that is to supply comfortable communications, while at an 
event. 
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When I popped in, Lisa 333 and Paul 490 were trying to get a bit of shuteye 
before the next leg came 
through and Gordon 69 was 
taking numbers – and photos.  
Comms alternated between 
Daniel, Triple two and Lisa 
Triple 3 with, whoever wasn’t 
on the radio, taking numbers, 
and as the legs went through in 
all directions and on different 
tracks it meant some vigilant 
concentration to get everybody. 
Starkey’s was another busy 
control with traffic in all 

directions but none more than Elliot’s, which was both, first and last on most legs.  
Hats off to Frank and Libby, who really got stuck in the thick of things but made 
the most of what and who they had to work with. 
Did the members enjoy themselves?  I’d say so, I’ve had comments from we had 
a ball, right through to, I know it’s another 7 years away but put me down 2017 or 
18, whenever it is. 
That’s not too bad for a page and a half of not talking about the Quilty.  I think 
I’ll stick the Buckle on the front cover and call it the Tom Quilty Issue. 

 
I’ve just spent a couple of hours looking for 
some photos of the 98 Quilty and particularly 
the beast but Chris has just found them on a 
movie not stills. Bummer, perhaps another 
time.  In the meantime here it is at the Pt Elliot 
pre Quilty ride, covering a control before 
dropping off water on the beach at about 4 am. 
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RIDE RAMBLINGS 
 

What’s a Quilty; Phil48: 
 
Simple – it is about 72 hours of preparation, set up and administration of handling 
200 odd horses around a course of 22 checkpoints by a team of dedicated 
members and friends who did a brilliant job over a 27-hour period.  By the finish 
some 15 sleep deprived zombies finally put pads, pencils and microphones down 
to get a well earned rest and for most a good night’s sleep.  And that is just 
ACRM’s bit.  I’m guessing around 100 people (nay, 200) from the horse 
fraternity comprised the band of working contingency that also went non-stop to 
make this Quilty 2011 a bloody success.  That’s only my opinion but after doing 3 
of the things now, I feel more than qualified to know a success when I see it. 
Does that mean all went to plan and there were no problems?  Hell no, in fact, 
during this account of events you will hear of many tales of woe with more than a 
few alas and alacks. 
Firstly, something like half of the monitors, who should have been there, weren’t 
and a whopping thank you is extended to Central Belt and Gawler Barossa 
Divisions for bolstering coverage.  In what would normally be a walk in the park 
(easy to manage) event, sheer numbers meant an eye opener for many.  Ironically, 
seasoned monitors steered clear of the event, leaving it to the first and second 
timers to pull off the event. 
We had 7 checkpoints, which grew into 8 after I was reminded; due a conflict in 
terminology that another strapper-call was required at the Away Control. 
Normally 7 controls with riders going through in all directions would be a walk in 
the park but when there are different legs coming through in all directions at the 
same time and there are 200 odd horses, not 20, then the walk becomes a very fast 
trot. 
The idea is to load the early controls with extra personnel to cater for a large 
number of riders hitting the control in big numbers then move resources to cover 
other controls as the bulk begin to thin out.  In 1998 at Mt Pleasant the riders did 
just that and hit the first checkpoint in bulk.  In 2004, knowing this could be a 
problem the riders were taken through some scenic but restricting rows of vines 
that had the desired effect of thinning out the bulk to a manageable stream.  This 
year luckily, the groups were smaller and although hectic, were more manageable. 
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Checkpoint 1 (Elliot’s) had Frank 67 & Libby 68 as controllers and their helpers 
were Daryl 295 & Lynda 296, until they went to Wirra Wirra (checkpoint 5) to set 
up their own control.  The second checkpoint (Telephone) was Daniel 222, with 
helpers Lisa 333, Paul 490 & Gordon 69.  On the third, Graham 141 took the reins 
with John 22, Denise 350 & Jeff 75 helping.  They were joined later on by Bill 
G68 and his band from checkpoint 6, (Tower) once theirs closed. I’m not actually 
sure who Bill had helping but Graeme G103 and Graham G80 were amongst 
them. 
The first leg wound its way through each control finishing at what used to be 
called the Polo grounds, Checkpoint 4, which was known as an away control.  
The away control is like Ride base but elsewhere and required a team of vets and 
other necessary officials to run it.  Trevor 120 with his helpers, John 342, Karl 
372, Carol 322 & Carmel formed the away control’s team and were there until all 
the riders went through, whence that control closed and they moved to help 
elsewhere before setting up checkpoint 7, known as Strapper because its only 

purpose was to notify main of what rider 
was coming in next so strappers could be 
ready for their relevant riders.  By now the 
riders had thinned out somewhat and 
controls got a steady stream of riders for 
the next 15 hours or so.  From there the 
riders left on leg two, another 40 kilometre 
leg which brought them back to Base via 
Wirra Wirra, Checkpoint 5, Daryl & 
Lynda, with whatever help they could 
muster, including Bethany, who they noted 

was good value because she worked tirelessly there and for a while at Elliot’s too.  
Then Checkpoint 6 (Tower), who were next to move once finished. The riders 
went through Telephone as Checkpoint 8 and Elliot’s, 9, before reaching Ride 
Base (10).  Two 30k legs followed, each returning to Base and the last leg, a 20k, 
utilised John 324 at the Strapper-Call.  When the riders came home on that leg, all 
that they needed to do was get through vetting and qualify for the coveted buckle 
(see above) and hopefully a placing. 
 

The Buckle. 
Photo, courtesy Quilty website. 
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Okay, in a perfect world, that is a Quilty but things weren’t’ 
quite the easy ride we hoped for. 
I was fairly well prepared for this ride but some things just had to wait – after 
spending the prior 4 weeks preparing for the Quilty, including the weekend prior 
doing radio tests in the area, to which I say thanks to Trevor 120, Daryl 295 and 
Lynda 296, who spent all day Sunday traipsing all over the countryside of Mount 
Crawford assisting in the tests.  Invaluable info was gleaned and some surprising 
results to boot.  The fire tower was no better into Mount Pleasant than Tower Hill, 
mobile and base were okay but hand held on the oval was useless.  Upon leaving Pt 
Pleasant on the weekend of the test we noticed a fairly high hill just north of Mount 
Pleasant so permission was sought to gain access and a second repeater placed there 
to cover the oval for vets, officials and gatekeepers etc. 
None of this detracted from a great event but it could have and thanks to many others 
filling in, we succeeded.  Phil 73 was extremely helpful; his role was primarily Quilty 
staff and because one of their helpers ended up in hospital, he became number one 
course manager.  However, with the amount of traffic hitting Elliot’s he was kept 
busy helping there and at other controls – top job Phil and a thousand thanks.  We 
thought we had Elliot’s covered but again illness caused a void and there just weren’t 
enough people around to make it up.  Initially the Course director said he would have 
extra volunteers who could help out but as it turned out they were rostered on in 4-
hourly shifts and spares were not around when needed.  Despite the problems at 
Elliot’s they managed to send through the most comprehensive list of riders, legs and 
checkpoint numbers of all, making our job at Ride Base much simpler. 
Tower, in the effort to get some sleep before the onslaught slept past the pre-ride talk 
time and therefore had no paperwork, until we were able to get it delivered. 
The rest having set up their controls came in at 2030 hrs to pick up theirs and be in on 
the briefing in preparation for the event.  At the briefing we were able to explain what 
to expect and what was expected from the controls. 
There was however a lot happening prior to this point and it was part of the problems 
and successes of the event.  Chris and I got to Mount Pleasant on Thursday afternoon 
with the intention of moving into our hole and setting up early because amongst other 
things I hadn’t finished a rewrite of the computer programme we use.  Why?  A few 
reasons, when I first wrote it we expected a maximum of 300 horses, sequentially 
numbered from 1 to whatever, however over the years things change and Riders can 
now ride with their own numbers which are comprised of the last 3 numbers of their 
registration number.  Not a big problem, I could use the first number as a record 
number and attach the rider’s number to it.  It turned out the room we were allocated 
was needed for meetings so it was a slight delay before we could finish setting up and 
I could start to rewrite the programme. 
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Then blow me down just as I was panicking that I wouldn’t get it finished in time, I 
learnt that the numbers would be sequential after all but starting at 100 instead of 1.  I 
never did change the programme, just made the maximum horses 320 and entered the 
ride as normal.  Some times we panic for nothing. 
Ian Blucher, who was in charge of the scoring computer, bounced over almost 
immediately to say hello and ask what he could do for us, when I explained that a text 
delimited file of the riders and numbers was needed he quickly returned with the file 
on my pen drive.  The first of what ended up marvellous cooperation that continued 
all weekend, right down to sending vet-outs via a text message to Chris’ phone.  We 
had intended establishing a Start/Finish control near Ian but alas, a people shortage, 
sickness again, put paid to that and it was a long walk across the oval and back to 
personally deliver withdrawals etc.  The offer of a radio wasn’t welcomed with open 
arms either, thus the SMS system prevailed and worked very well.  
Now to the big alas and alack.  After 30 odd hours of giving the repeater a pounding, 
shades of Robby were evident – only I didn’t recognise the symptoms straight away 
and searched Ride Base for any clue of why comms were going bad for about 30 
minutes until, convinced it must be the repeater playing up, We asked Bill if he could 
set his repeater up at Starkeys and cover things from up there.  Which he immediately 
did and once everybody found the new channel, all was back to normal.  I’m yet to 
put the repeater on the bench to ascertain what went wrong but I’m suspecting that the 
power supply died and the back up battery finally went flat.  It wasn’t until I got up to 
the repeater site and realised the battery was dead that I recognised the symptoms that 
mimicked the flat battery episode at Robby, at which point I could have kicked my 
self.  On the way back to Base I dropped in at Starkeys to find John 22 and his 
daughter Jessica about to leave and Bill and Graham, the new repeater site about to 
settle in for the night and watch the finals on telly.  Tuck 141 reminded me to say 
thank you to Jessica for being excellent value at that checkpoint and now is a good 
time so Thank you Jess, from all of us. 
When I got back to Ride Base numbers were flowing as usual and you wouldn’t have 
known there had been an interruption.  More thanks, this time to Bill G78 for the 
back-up repeater. 
As an aside, I’ll mention an incident that occurred during the repeater downtime:  
Knowing the second repeater could reach Elliot’s and with Elliot’s frantically calling 
to unload the next bunch of numbers, we got Frank to change to the second repeater 
and put them through.  Next thing you know one of the people on the other repeater 
came in complaining that we were breaking over their channel and they could hear 
every word.  Initially I said, “Sorry I’ll look into it,” mainly because I really didn’t 
have time to worry about it and secondly, it just wasn’t that important.  It must have 
been 10 minutes before the penny dropped and I tweaked that what he heard was the 
call from Elliot’s but by now we were on the other repeater so I guess the 
“breakthrough” had stopped and needed no further follow up anyway. 
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Ironically, it turned out that all controls could get the repeater I stuck on the hill 
behind Mt Pleasant but it wouldn’t have covered the course well enough for 
officials while mobile so the higher point was imperative. 
Below is a map of the course. 

 
Finally, a few thanks, not yet covered: 
Jean Simms, Ride director & Head honcho, who bent over backwards to help. 
Tony Westerhoff, who was good company at Ride Base, especially during the 
wee hours, when nothing seemed to make sense anymore, was also quick to offer 
help when needed. 
Steve Rowe who went above and beyond to assist, particularly delivering some 
paperwork to Tower control for us and was a whiz on our computer. 
Jill Ross, always a friendly smile with local knowledge unequalled.  Told me 
where to go often – in a nice way mind you. 
Phil Bartlett, although an ACRM member, was very helpful in his official 
capacity as well. 
I’ve no doubt missed countless others and to them I say thank you.  

Black Leg, first, 40K. 
Red leg, second, 40 K. 
Blue leg, Third, 30 K. 
Green leg, fourth, 30K. 
Yellow leg, last, 20 K. 
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I remember once after being presented with a bottle of plonk as a thank you for 
our assistance at a ride, that, sure there is a monetary reward in it for the club but 
personally it is the thanks from the riders that get to you. 
Nothing was more prevalent at this Quilty than that.  On the few occasions I had 
to go out to controls, I noticed that around 100% of the riders showed their 
appreciation for our presence. 
I’ve also commented before that this is not a one-man game and therefore my 
thanks and commendations go to everyone who unselfishly helped in this Quilty’s 
success.  
 

One woman’s point of view, Chris 49: 
It would be silly to start thanking everyone and ditto all of the above so I’d like to 
thank one person, who through no fault of her own had to miss much of the event:  
I guess it’s a cheerio as much as a thank you.  Rose Ross, who, until struck by a 
bug put her all into course marking and other duties.  After a spell in hospital 
(with no real result) she came out and got back into her duties, only to be hit again 
and went back into hospital, where this time they found a cyst on her ovary and 
she was operated on to sort it out.  When we left for home Sunday Jill had gone to 
pick her up and return hopefully in time for presentations. 
 

A nice touch: My thanks also go to Paula and 
Tony who while naming some of the streets created 
to occupy horse floats and others, included us with 
a name of our own.  See photo. 
One up for the ladies, well girls anyway, out of all 
the help on the weekend two kids were mentioned 
as being good value and although they have been 
thanked elsewhere, are worthy of a second hoorah.  

Bethany, one of Daryl 295 & Lynda 296’s kids and Jessica, John 22’s daughter, 
both did their controls proud and a special thank you goes to you both. 
Each of the controls had a bag of carrots and the three busy controls had a box of 
sweets for the riders.  Boxed water was also available and by all accounts very 
welcomed by the riders.  When I received a call from Telephone requesting more 
carrots, Phil 48 took the remainder of the bag that came back from the Polo 
Ground out to them and Gordon 69 commented that the horses loved the carrots 
and that he must have given out a thousand of them.  When you consider 200 
horses and 1000 carrots, you get the feeling his maths need a brush up. 
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However, there was no getting away from the fact that the horses loved them and 
the second bag was well and truly in use by the time Phil left.  Gordon 
commented that of all the horses he fed, only one nipped him but the rider was 
cute so he didn’t mind.  Incidentally, Gordon has already put his name down for 
the next Quilty in 7 years time.  There must be something in a horse bite that gets 
to us, I was bitten some 15 years ago myself and I’m still doing them. Though I’ll 
be the first to admit, I’m getting too old for a hectic ride at that level again but I 
managed to survive it – and without sleep too.  I’d like to congratulate everyone 
tied up with event for sticking it out and doing a fabulous job.  Having done 3 of 
these now, I sincerely hope it is some of the young ones who put their hand up to 
help Gordon for the next one and I will be happy to stay home and wait for a 
report on how well it went. 

 
 
Welcome to a couple of new members: 
One is Karl 372, who has reached the age where he can be a monitor in his own 
right and is now a full member, Welcome Karl (no id photo available yet.) 

The other is Lisa 333, who is the daughter of Adrian 423 and 
joined amongst other reasons so she could help at the Quilty, 
welcome Lisa.  Both of the new members were admitted 
immediately without further training because of their prior 
experience gained while doing controls with their parents. 
In fact the story goes that Dad, known as Haveachat while off 

doing just that, having a chat, left Lisa to run the control anyway.  Good one 
Adrian. With a few more dads like that, we could add a monitor a month. 
 

RALLY ROUND UP; Nev 228: 
And Round up it will be.  That is it for 2011. The Quilty, now under our belt puts 
paid to this year’s events.  However, don’t despair, there will be plenty more next 
year and with a bit of luck, I’ll be over these bloody shingles and will be back into 
more events myself. 
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TREASURE TROVE; Chris 49: 
Although the Christmas hamper took off like a rocket this year, ticket sales have now 
dropped to around zero so I ask you lot to dig deeper and purchase or distribute more 
tickets.  I’m sure everyone of you know at least 50 people who would gladly grab a ticket, 
after all a buck is not a lot for the chance to win a complete Christmas dinner that would 
feed a family of four. 
For those who have tickets to return, I urge you to get them back early to save a panic at 
the November meeting when they all have to be back for the draw on the 22nd. 
With the event season now over and ACRM vests looking like they have seen 1000 
events, not 20 or less, now is a good time to give them a bath.  I use a cold wash and 
powdered detergent with no detrimental affect to the garment and they wash up well, 
looking clean and fresh for the next events. 
While on the subject of vests, one of you buggers out there has an extra one that has not 
been allocated to you or at least not via the books anyway.  It is number 26 and I’d love to 
find its whereabouts so I can either get it back or put a name next to the number, if still 
required. 

 
Snippets of wisdom from Elaine 43: 

 
EVERYTHING I’VE LEARNED IN LIFE, I LEARNED FROM MY MOTHER.  
She taught me to APRECIATE A JOB WELL DONE- "If you're going to kill each other, 
get outside, I've just finished cleaning". 
She taught me RELIGION- "You better pray that comes out of the carpet".  
She taught me about TIME TRAVEL- "If you don't behave, I'm going to knock you into 
next week".  
She taught me LOGIC_ "Because I said so".  
She taught me FORSIGHT- "Make sure you have clean underwear, just in case you're in 
an accident".  (Never quite figured that one out) 
She taught me IRONY- "Keep laughing and I will give you something to cry about". 
My Mother taught me about the science of OSMOSIS- "Shut your mouth and eat your 
supper".  I think there is an OXYMORON in there too. 
She taught me about being a CONTORTIONIST- " Will you look at the dirt on the back 
of your neck". 
My Mother taught me about STAMINA- " You'll sit there until all that spinach is eaten". 
She taught me about the WEATHER- "It looks like a tornado has swept through here".  
My Mother taught me about HYPERBOLE- "If I've told you once, I've told you a 
thousand times - don't exaggerate". 
She taught me about BEHAVIOUR MODIFICATION- "Stop acting like your Father". 
Thanks Mum! 
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FRUIT SLICE 
This Fruit slice is from the Ostemy Society booklet I hope you enjoy it. 
 
You Need 
 
1 cup mixed fruit     1/3cup coconut 
1/2 cup raw sugar     1 cup wholemeal flour 
1 cup skim milk     40g. dried apricots chopped finely 
2 tsp baking powder. 
  
Method; 
Mix all ingredients in a large bowl: pour into a square cake tin. 
Bake 35-40 mins at 180C. Cool on rack and slice when needed. 
  
Per serving: -   GI = Moderate. 

Energy 344kj 
Total Fat 1.1g 
Sat Fat 0.8g. 

Great to freeze. 
Add sultanas, dried apples or play with it and make it your speciality. Taste's great and is 
moist. 
 
From the Nhill Free Press dated Tuesday, 10th. March 1896. 
 
A good tale is told of a country bumpkin who once fell asleep in church. 
In the course of his sermon on the future life, the Vicar said, "All those who wish to go to 
heaven stand up". 
The entire congregation, with the exception of the non-conscious slumberer, stood up at 
once. "Now then" said the preacher, "all those who wish to go to hell, stand up". Just then 
an old lady happened to drop a large hymn book, and the sleeper, aroused by the noise, 
jumped up from his seat with the congregation tittering the while. 
After gazing around him vacantly for a moment, he gave vent to the following remark:- "I 
dunno what we’re voting on Parson, but you and I seem to be in the minority". 
What the parson replied to this is not mentioned. 
Enjoy, Elaine. 
 

Phew!  Your Majesty. 
 
Air Force One arrived at Heathrow Airport, President Obama strides to a warm and 
dignified reception from the Queen. 
They are driven in a 1934 Bentley to the edge of Central London , where they change to a 
magnificent 17th century carriage hitched to six white horses. They continue on towards 
the Palace, waving to the thousands of cheering Britts; all is going well. 
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Suddenly the right rear horse lets fly with the most horrendous earth shattering fart ever 
heard.  The smell is atrocious and both passengers in the carriage are quick to place 
handkerchiefs over their noses.  The fart shook the coach but the two dignitaries of State 
did their best to ignore the incident. 
The Queen turned to President Obama, "Mr. President, please accept my regrets... I am 
sure you understand there are some things that even a Queen cannot control." 
Obama, always trying to be "President polite," replied: "Your Majesty, do not give the 
matter another thought... Until you mentioned it, I thought it was one of the horses.” 
 

Tucks Tales, By 141 
 
 The October Long Weekend is commonly called a “Holiday”, but for us old 
members of the “Great Unwashed” (retired persons), it is hard to recognise a holiday from 
any other day. 
 So I put my hand up for the Tom Quilty event, forgetting that it always rains on 
that weekend, and because it is held at Mount Pleasant, it rains COLD RAIN (and winds). 
 I thought I had brought plenty of warm clothes, but I found you can only keep 
putting on more layers to a certain extent before you just can’t wear any more. 
 I was positioned at “Starkeys” which is an excellent site with a shelter and a toilet, 
rain water tank and solar lighting EXCEPT that all these comforts were about 300 metres 
from where we needed to set up. So out came the gen set and chairs out in the rain which 
got no sympathy from the riders who had to travel in the wet conditions. 
 I did the Quilty 13 years ago, when it ran at Mt Pleasant, and it was nowhere near 
as cold, although that time I sat in Chris and Phil’s caravan out of the cold on Main. 
 As we get older we get sillier! 
 

I have been “baby-sitting” the Mayors dog for the last few days while he and his 
wife visit Mildura for the Country & Western Show. 
Having not had a dog of my own for a couple of years since Jasper the Wonder Dog went 
to the doggy heaven, it took a while to get used to the demands of these hairy little critters. 
The dog is a Maltese, Shiatsu cross, not much bigger than a large rat, and is continuously 
under my feet – But it does do, two things, eat and sleep. 

I had to take it back to its home on Friday night so that I could attend the Quilty, 
but picked him up again on Saturday evening when I got home. 
At home he has the run of the house, but anticipating little doggie puddles, I locked him in 
the shed for the first night until I decided that if his barking was annoying me, what must 
it be doing to the neighbours.     So I moved him into the laundry where he settled down 
for the night. 

By the time I woke up, eight hours had passed and I opened the door expecting a 
flood, but not one drop had escaped.  I can’t go that long these days. 
His Majesty the Mayor will be back tonight (Monday) and I must admit I will miss the 
little fellow, but not enough to go out and get one for myself. 
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AUSTRALIAN CITIZEN RADIO MONITORS (SA Inc.) 
PO Box 69 SMITHFIELD PLAINS SA 5114. 

. 
 

NOMINATION FORM - SA COMMITTEE 2012 
RETURN DATE: NO LATER THAN 8th JANUARY 2012 

 

Nominated by ACRM........Signed...................... 
 

Seconded by ACRM.........Signed...................... 
The NOMINATIONS are for seven positions in total: 
 

PRESIDENT:(Name)....................ACRM No...... 
 

SECRETARY:(Name)....................ACRM No...... 
 

TREASURER:(Name)....................ACRM No...... 
 

And 4 COMMITTEE POSITIONS: 
 

(1)...............................ACRM No...... 
 

(2)...............................ACRM No...... 
 

(3)...............................ACRM No...... 
 

(4)...............................ACRM No...... 
 
(a) You do not have to send in a nomination form. 
 
(b) You must be a financial member of the ACRM S.A. Inc. 
 
(c) Nominations may be seconded at a later date. 
 
(d) Not all positions have to be nominated for. 
 
(e) The nominations MUST include your ACRM call- 
    sign and your personal SIGNATURE. 
 
(f) Your nomination MUST reach the RETURNING 
    OFFICER on or before the 8th JANUARY 2012. 
 
(g) Nominations may be made on a facsimile, however 
    rules (b) through (f) apply. 
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         LAST MONTH’S 
 CROSSWORD ANSWERS 
 

    A  C  M E      B  E  L  F  R  I  E  S 
  R       I       D      G      A      M      I 
   G  I   N S  E  N  G      G  A M U  T 
   U      E      N      N      G      E      E 
  M E  R   R  Y G  O  R  O  U  N D 
  E               T       G      T      S      A 
  N  A  U G  H  T      A  S  C  E  N D 
  T       N      E       A      T               D 
        S  C  R  E  W D  R  I  V  E  R  S 
  D      L       N      H      T      X       I 
  E  L  E  C  T       E  N  C  H A  N  T 
   A     A      R      R      H      M      U 
   F  E  R  R Y  M E  N      A  S  A  P 
 
 
 

 
WANTED TO SELL, BUY OR 

EXCHANGE 
 
Be the first claim a spot in this space 
 
Wanted to sell, buy or exchange ads are free to members.  Please contact a committee 
member or send your ad to The Editor at the address on the cover or email it direct to 
ACRM c/- phil48@adam.com.au. 
 

GREETINGS 
Firstly, a belated Big one to 
Denise 350 Who celebrates her 
70th  on the 27th October. 
 
Birthday Greets for November go 
to: 
Phil 73 for the 3rd. 
Graham 141 for the 5th  
John 22  for the 17th. 
Dick 21 for the 25th and 
Frank 67 for the 27th. 
 
Another belated wish, only this one 
is a get well.  Ian Plush 117 has 
finaly had his long awaited 
pancreas and liver transplant and is 
occurred after removing one of the 
  and wish him a speedy recovery. 

still in Sydney recuperating.  A small glitch 
drains but we believe he is back on track now 
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Tech Tips; Phil 48 
 
If you get a chance try this excellent source of information, regarding the age-old 
Calcium battery argument. http://www.landiss.com/battery.htm 
A little history regarding the Humble battery is as follows.  The combination of 
lead/acid has been used in batteries for years but pure lead is too soft so antimony 
was added to harden it up.  This created a new problem and over heating caused 
gassing which made the water boil off too fast and with the modern lazy society 
forgetting the importance of battery maintenance, the poor old battery and more 
importantly the company got the blame when the battery failed.  To this end 
manufacturers started looking at different alloys with the hope of bringing out a 
MF (maintenance free) battery.  The addition of calcium has come close to 
meeting those needs but introduced a few unforeseen problems of its own.  The 
nominal charge voltage of a car was around 13.8 volt and the calcium battery 
needs between 14.2 & 14.7.  Many cars when used for short frequent trips will not 
keep a calcium battery charged and failure is inevitable. 
Under the best of conditions all batteries will lose water, even a MF battery 
(however to a lesser extent).  So what do you sacrifice for performance?  Firstly 
define purpose. If the main reason is Starting a vehicle then calcium is good but 
the battery may need a charge once in a while if the car charging system isn’t 
coping – however if you need a longer lasting battery at lower current draw then 
look for a true deep-cycle battery but be prepared to dig deeper in your pocket, 
and to maintain it.  By the way, distilled water is not that stuff that defrosts from 
the ice in your freezer, albeit it is probably better than tap water (especially SA 
tap water). 
What some of the jargon on a battery means: 
CCA.  Cold Cranking Amps.  If you just want to start a vehicle, the more the 
merrier.   It has no bearing on how long a battery will last.  A battery performs 
worst when cold, thus this rating is to show what it should do under a worse-case 
scenario. 
AH. Ampere hour.  The theoretical time you can draw an amp out of the battery.  

E.g. 100AH, should allow a draw of 1 amp for 100 hours, 2 amps for 50 
hours and so on. 

Why am I pushing the battery barrow again??   
Its because of the battery issue with the repeater and the consequences caused by 
that. 
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The trickle charger part of the repeater system is designed to put out 13.6 volt at 
500 milliamps and was designed when that was enough to keep a battery at full 
charge. 
What happened in this case was unexpected draw on the battery due to the amount 
of traffic it had to handle and once the battery got below a certain voltage the 13.2 
@ 500 mils wasn’t enough to keep the battery charged and the downward spiral 
escalated.  A rethink of the power supply/charger is needed before I’ll trust it 
again. 
With the thing on test at home it is difficult to mimic the same circumstances and 
the battery is being kept up to maximum.  However when I put an 18-watt globe 
across the battery and started a continuous current draw, I finally found what may 
be a clue to the problem. 
Firstly, the battery voltage started to drop and although the 5 amp power supply 
part of the charger/supply should have been enough to power an 18 watt globe 
forever, I noticed that the supply had dropped to 11 volts. 
Yep, I could fix the power supply but it seems a waste of time knowing what I do 
now about calcium batteries.  I guess we are left with two choices, chuck the 
calcium batteries or invent a different charger/supply system. 
With the modern chargers designed to handle calcium batteries the charging 
current is sent to the battery in pulses. I.e. short fast bursts of current in 
succession until the correct battery voltage is reached and a maintenance supply 
kept up thereafter.  I’ve mentioned before that we use the C-Tech brand, a 7-amp 
supply in the caravan and a 3-amp charger at the repeater site at Cleland.  Both 
are connected to calcium batteries but because current draw is low the chargers 
can keep up.  There is a 15 and 25 amp version also available but if planned 
properly you can get away with just what is needed. 
A neat feature on all bar the baby is a power supply only function and the 
capability to rejuvenate a battery. The rejuvenate function doesn’t always work 
but at the end of the cycle it tells you it was either successful or to chuck the 
battery because nothing is going to revive it. 
I think I’ve just answered my own question and I reckon a 7 amp C-Tech is just 
what is needed to fix the problem with the mobile repeater. 
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MEMBERS CONTRIBUTIONS TO OUR INSANITY: 
 
Graeme G103 has blessed us with this anecdote. 
A rabbit walks into a pub and says to the barman, 'Can I have a pint of beer, and a 
Ham and Cheese toastie? 
 The barman, amazed by this request, gives the rabbit a pint of beer and a ham and 
cheese toastie. 
The rabbit drank the beer, ate the toastie and left. 
The following night the rabbit returns and again asks for a pint of beer, and a Ham 
and Cheese Toastie. 
The barman, is intrigued by the rabbit as are the extra drinkers in the pub, 
(because  word gets around), gives the rabbit the pint and the Toastie. 
The rabbit consumes them and leaves. 
The next  night, the pub is packed.  
In walks the rabbit and says, 'A pint of beer and a Ham and Cheese Toastie, 
please barman.' 
The crowd is hushed as the barman serves the rabbit his pint and toastie, and then 
burst into applause as the rabbit wolfed them down. 
The next night  there is standing room only in the pub. 
Coaches have been laid on for the crowds of patrons attending. 
The barman is making more money in one week than he did all last  year  
In walks the rabbit and says, 'A pint of beer and a Ham and Cheese Toastie, 
please barman,’  
The barman says, 'I'm sorry rabbit, old mate, old mucker, but we are right out of 
Ham and Cheese Toasties.’ 
The rabbit looks aghast and the crowd has quietened to almost a whisper, when 
the barman clears his throat nervously and says, 'we do have a very nice Cheese 
and Onion Toastie. 
The rabbit looks him in the eye and says, 'Are you sure I will like it?' 
The masses' bated breath is ear shatteringly silent.  
The barman, with a roguish smile says, 'Do you think that I would let down one of 
my best friends. I know you’ll love it.'  
'Ok,' says the rabbit, 'I'll have a pint of beer and a Cheese and Onion Toastie.'  
The pub erupts with glee as the rabbit guzzles the beer and quaffs the toastie. 
He then waves to the crowd and leaves...NEVER TO  RETURN!!!!!!   
One year later, in the now impoverished public house, the barman, (who has only 
served 4 drinks all night, 3 of which were his), calls time. 
While cleaning down the now empty bar, he sees a small white form floating 
above the bar.  The  barman says, 'Who are you?',  
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To which he is answered, 'I am the ghost of the rabbit that used to frequent  your 
public house.' 
The barman says, 'I remember you.  You made me famous. You would come in 
every night and have a pint of beer and a Ham and Cheese Toastie.  Masses came 
to see you and this place was famous.' 
The  rabbit says, 'Yes I know.'  
The barman said, 'I  remember, on your last night we didn't have any  Ham and  
Cheese Toasties. You had a Cheese and Onion one instead.'  The rabbit said, 'Yes, 
you promised me that I  would love it.  The barman said, 'You never came back,  
what happened?' 
'I DIED', said  the rabbit.  'NO!'  said the barman. 'What from?' 
After a short pause, the  rabbit said... 'Mixin-me-toasties.' 
 
 
 
 

THE MIRACLE OF TOILET PAPER 

 

Fresh from my shower, I stand in front of the mirror complaining to my husband 
that my breasts are too small.  Instead of characteristically telling me it's not so, 
he uncharacteristically came up with the suggestion that if you want your breasts 
to grow, then every day take a piece of toilet paper and rub it between them for a 
few seconds.'  
 
Willing to try anything, I fetched a piece of toilet paper and stood in front 
of the mirror, rubbing it between my breasts.  'How long will this take?' I asked. 
"They will grow larger over a period of years," my husband replies.  I stopped, 
"Do you really think rubbing a piece of toilet paper between my breasts every day 
will make them larger?' 
Without missing a beat he says, "Worked for your arse, didn't it?" 
 
 He's still alive, and with a great deal of therapy, he may even walk again, 
although he will probably continue to take his meals through a straw. 
Stupid, stupid man.
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Minutes of the 336th Open Committee Meeting of ACRM SA 
Inc, held on 27th September  2011 at Collinswood. 

 
Meeting Opened at  2000 hrs 

 
President Welcomed All 
Present.. 141, A153, A51, 232, 43, 44, 48, 49, 350, 75, 21 
Visitors G78    
Apologies 233, 66, 64, 120, 370, 371, 372, 228 
Minutes of previous Meeting Moved 21 Sec 232, Carried 
Matters Arising   Nil 
Correspondence     In 11/2533to 11/3240 Out 11/10-11/15 
                                  Moved 44 Sec 43 & Carried. 
 

Reports 
President:- Preparing for Quilty has been hectic. Trying to get a signal into oval difficult 

but should be OK.  All controls hitting repeater location from hand held so 
hope for similar conditions on the day. 
Have purchased a number of LED lights for controls. 
Phone call from ACMA and follow-up emails re repeater 5. We need to 
reinstall or lose license.  Discussion about Nigel not returning our stuff ensued. 
Will put back in place using two antennas until we can afford a new diplexer. 

Secretary:- Nil. 
Treasurer, Bal $3619.40 In 806.20  Out 741.35  Ordered new Number plate for caravan 

Moved 43 Seconded 21 & Carried that Treasurers report be accepted. 
Rally Coordinator:- Nil, absent  
Social Sec:-.Would like to see more hamper tickets sold. 
Resources:- Pretty quiet. 
Training Officer:- Position still treated as casual vacancy. 

General Business. 
Bill, G78 said that any contact with Gawler, in the short term, may be directed through 
him. 
 
Meeting Closed    2030 hrs 
Next Meeting  25th October 
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Crossword Puzzle Chris 49 
Answers next month. 

You know what they say about Locals helping locals.  Well in the case of these 
companies it is certainly true.  Apart from an old stalwart, Foodland at Gawler, It is a 
pleasure to welcome some new sponsors on board. 

 
 

 

 

 

  

  

Robern Menz, Office Works, 
Maccas & K Mart.  Their 
assistance is greatly appreciated. 
Please show your support by 
supporting them. 

               ACROSS  
  1. Higher piece of land. 
  3. Against. 
  9. Covering for lower legs. 
10. To correct. 
11. Song birds. 
13. Salt solution. 
15. Plan for spending. 
17. Hem (2 words). 
20. Hair dye. 
21. Bring honour or glory. 
22. Salad vegetables. 
23. Sleeping places 
 
 
                DOWN 
  1. Title for Prince. 
  2. Telling fibs. 
  4. Sitting for artist. 
  5.Way too much. 
  6. Frozen mass 
  7. Finishes. 
  8. 100 year old people. 
12. Reels. 
14. Having much knowledge. 
16. Agree. 
18. To inspire. 
19. Burn. 
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GAWLER SECONDHAND TRADERS 
2-4 Fifteenth St, 

GAWLER SA 5118 
Phone 8523 3566 

 
If it’s Secondhand you’re seeking, give us a try first 

and even if it is not, come in anyway. 
 

Furniture, home wares, curios and knick-knacks. 
Something for everyone. 


